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A BUOYANT SOURCE IN THE LOWER OF TWO, HOMOGENEOUS, STABLY
STRATIFIED LAYERS - A PROBLEM OF FIRE IN AN ENCLOSURE

Leonard Y. Cooper

Abstract

A point source of buoyancy is located at a specified

elevation within the lower of two, homogeneous, stably

stratified layers. A turbulent buoyant plume is formed

above the source, and it impinges on the layers' inter-

face. Depending on the strength of the source, its

position below the interface and on the density differ-

ence of the two layers, it is conjectured that either:

(1) a central portion of the impinging plume flow will

penetrate and continue upward into the far field of the

upper layer as a buoyant plume, the outer portion of the

flow penetrating but then dropping down toward the inter-

face because of negative relative buoyancy; or (2) none

of the impinging plume flow will penetrate the upper

layer (indepth) because of its being uniformly of

negative relative buoyancy. Associated with these

possible conditions will be an effective horizontal

outflow of fluid at the interface. The paper derives and

solves a set of model equations for these plume-interface

interactions, and the results are applied to a generic

heat transfer problem related to fires in enclosures.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The environment which develops within a fire-containing enclosure space

is driven by the fire-generated buoyant plume. The fire products and the air

entrained into the plume flow upward from the fire's combustion zone to the

elevation of the initially ambient temperature ceiling surface. There, plume-

ceiling impingement leads to an outwardly moving ceiling jet flow of the plume

gases. These gases are eventually redistributed across the entire area of the
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enclosure celling, and an upper layer of elevated temperature, product-of-

combustion-laden air (smoke) starts to fill the space from above. At some

arbitrary time, t, into the fire, when the convected portion of the energy

release rate is Q(t), the environment in the space of fire involvement and

near the plume can be depicted as in Figure 1. The thickness of the upper

smoke layer which submerges the continuing ceiling jet flow is A(t), and its

lower interface is at an elevation, Z(t) above the fire. Data from many full

scale fire experiments (e.g., references 1 and 2) indicate that it is reason-

able to describe the bulk of the upper layer, outside the plume and boundary

flows, as being of uniform composition, e.g., of uniform absolute temperature,

TU
p(t). Indeed, this assumption is key to rendering tractable the problem of

predicting the overall fire generated enclosure environment, and it has been

used in almost every one of the several zone fire models which have been

developed in recent years.

Mathematical modeling of the ceiling jet flow is very important in the

development of rational design methods for fire safety. For example, it is

the ceiling jet flow which would interact with properly deployed fire

detectors, and with thermally actuated sprinklers, smoke vents and other fire

intervention hardware. The rate of convective heat transfer from the ceiling

jet to the ceiling surface material is also important, and it can be a signi-

ficant fraction of Q(t) [2]. In designing for fire safety, reasonable quanti-

tative estimates of this heat transfer are required for at least two reasons.

First, the rate of heat transfer will determine the temperature and the

eventual failure response of the ceiling structure. Second, the rate of heat

transfer will determine the temperature and spread characteristics of the

smoke layer. This is the smoke which eventually leads to an environment which

is hazardous to life and/or property.

To describe the ceiling jet it is necessary to be able to estimate plume

properties prior to ceiling impingement.

Prior to the time when the ceiling jet is submerged by the upper layer,

or at times when ceiling jet temperatures are significantly larger than Tup ,

the Figure 1 scenario can be approximated by the unconfined ceiling problem

depicted in Figure 2, i.e., the upper layer thickness and temperature rise
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above ambient do not greatly affect the ceiling jet properties, and the upper

layer, whatever its thickness, can be assumed to have the properties of the

ambient. Such situations would occur relatively early into the fire, later

into the fire for very expansive ceilings, or when the fire strength is

growing at a sufficiently rapid rate. Analytic descriptions of the ceiling

jet for the unconfined ceiling problem have been presented in [3-5], where the

fire in [3] and [5] was modeled as a point source of buoyancy.

A method for describing the ceiling jet for the more general Figure 1

scenario was presented in [6]. There, the concept of an "extended upper layer

equivalent point source" is combined with the unconfined ceiling analysis of

[5]. As depicted in Figure 3, the plume dynamics in the upper layer are

described as being generated by a point source fire of strength Q’
, located a

distance H' below the ceiling, and in an infinite "ambient" environment of

temperature, TUp.
The values Q' and H' are computed by invoking a principle

of continuation which conserves plume mass and enthalpy flux across the upper

layer interface. With Q' and H' in hand, the unconfined ceiling solution of

[5] is used to predict heat transfer to the ceiling. This method gave

analytic results which compared favorably to experimental data reported in

[7].

Although it is reasonable to expect that the above method will provide

excellent results when relatively strong plumes penetrate the layer interface,

it will be inadequate when the plumes are relatively weak. Weak here refers

to situations where the penetrating lower plume flow, having, say, a Gaussian

distribution of temperature and velocity, is such that a significant outer

portion, possibly the entire flow, is at a lower temperature than TUp» As

such a plume enters the upper layer, this outer portion of the flow will be

negatively buoyant relative to the "new" ambient, and it will tend to be

separated off from the core flow, never to penetrate to the ceiling. The core

flow will be positively buoyant relative to the upper layer, and it can be

expected to continue its ascent to the ceiling as a buoyant plume. It is also

possible that the negatively buoyant portion of the plume flow will shear off

some of the core flow as it separates, or visa versa. If the excess enthalpy

flux, H ,
of the penetrating plume flow relative to the upper, T environment

is negative, and if even its maximum temperature, T is less than or equal
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to TU p
(as may be the case subsequent to decay phases of the fire), then It is

reasonable to expect that all of thlB flow will be effectively redirected

laterally near the Interface. For large enough A, none of It will rise to the

celling. The resulting flows In the upper layer near the Interface would be

similar to those studied In [8]. Here, H
R

Is defined as

00

H
r - 2ir C / p'u" <T“ - T )rdr (1)

p o p

where u
, p ,

and T are the flow velocity, density, and temperature,

respectively, In the plume directly below the Interface. Also, C
p

is the

specific heat which is assumed constant.

By adding and subtracting Tam^ in the above parentheses and regrouping

terms it is possible to rewrite eq. (1) as

where m

face

,

Q - C T , (T /T . -1) m“
p amb up amb ( 2 )

is defined as the mass flux in the plume Immediately below the inter-

00

m => 2 tt / p u rdr (3)

o

and where, by conservation of energy, Q is the enthalpy flux of the plume

below the interface,

00

Q = 2ir C / p"u“ (T~ - T . ) rdr (4)
p ambK o

By defining the following dimensionless variables

H*-= H^/Q; *»- = n-'C
p
T
amb/qi

a - T
up

/T
amb

Eq. (2) becomes

(5)

H* = 1 - (a - 1) m*
K

( 6 )
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It is the purpose of this paper to extend the method of [6] in such a wav

that the ceiling jet problems related to the scenario of Figure 1 can be

described quantitatively for fires of arbitrary strength.

2. THE MODEL EQUATIONS

Consistent with the above discussion, sketches of the real and idealized

flow are presented in Figure 4. The outflowing arrows in the idealized sketch

represent two components of the outward-moving mass flow, I* and 1^, above and

below the interface, respectively. These flows are taken to be at the respec-

tive ambient temperatures, Tam^ and TUp,
of the local environments into which

they are flowing. Note that the two distinct outward flowing mass sources,

I* and 1^, can be thought of as representing either a single idealized source,

at some temperature between TUp
and Tam^, or as an actual outward moving flow

with some nonuniform temperature distribution. It is also noteworthy that the

model being proposed does not distinguish possible flows involving portions

of I* and/or I
m

turning back, and being entrained into the plume either above

fl
+

] or below fl 1 the interface.
v nr v nr

When T < T , all of the penetrating lower plume flow has negative
max — up

buoyancy relative to the upper layer, and it will all eventually be turned

downward, back toward the interface and away from the axis as in Figure 4a.

For such completely turned flows, it is not useful to invoke conservation of

vertical momentum in the present global model. To do so would lead to an

equation which relates momentum flux of the plume at the interface to an

integral of the pressure distribution along the upper boundary of some control

volume, e.g., along the ceiling surface. Using the same reasoning when

T^ax > T (and the incoming lower layer plume is partially overturned near

the interface and partially continued as an upper layer buoyant plume)
,
conti-

nuity of momentum will still not provide, here, useful additional information.

As in Figure 4b, when T > T the portion of the penetrating plume
max up

_L

flow which continues upward in the upper layer is designated by m , where

00

m
+

= m
+
(z > Z) = 2 tt / p

+
u
+

rdr (7)

o
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and where p
+

and u
+

are the density and upward velocity, respectively above

the interface. The ceiling is assumed to be far enough above the interface so

that, at the elevation of ceiling impingement this upper layer buoyant plume

can be adequately described as being equivalent to a flow driven by a point

source of some unknown buoyant strength Q’ = H+ located a distance H' below

the ceiling in an extended infinite environment of uniform temperature, T
Up.

Here, Q
1 is defined by

00

Q’ = 2ttC / pV (T
+

- T ) rdr (8)
P

J

Q
up

where T
+

is the temperature distribution above the interface, p
+

, u
+

and T
+

are also the values of the variables that would occur at z < Z as a result of

the equivalent buoyant source being located in the extended upper layer, i.e.,

as in the scenario depicted in Figure 3.

Defining the dimensionless variables

I*
f

= I
+
/nf

;

1*' = r/m";
m ra m m ’

m*
f

= m
+

/ra
; H*

+
= Q'/Q

R

(9)

continuity of mass and energy across the interface leads to

m*
+

( z = Z) + I*
+

+ I* = 1 (10)
m m

11*
+

+ (a -1 ) ( 1 - I*“)m*“ = 1 (11)
R m

m*
+

= H*
+
= 0 if T" < T (12)

R max — up

Eqs . (10) and (11) are for the four variables I*
+

, I* ,
m*

+
(Z), H*

+
. Formm R

the case T > T , when the latter two of these are expected to be nonzero,
max up

two more equations are required. In this case it is assumed that the conti-

nuing flow, m+ (Z), is all from a radial core region, r <_ r
Q , of the plume mass

flux, m
-

. Then the first of the additional equations will reflect the assump-

tion that the enthalpy flux between this core flow and m+ (Z) is conserved

across the interface. Thus, r
Q

is defined by

-6 -



( 13 )m
+
(Z) = 2ir J

° p u rdr

o

and the conserved enthalpy flux assumption leads to

r

Ll*
+
+(a-l)m* m*

+
(Z)=2ir(C /Q) / °p u (T -T , )rdr (14)

R p amb
o

The second equation will require that the peak temperature of the plume (i.e.

at the axis) be continuous across the interface, viz,

T~ = t” (r = 0) = T
+
(Z, r = 0) > T (15)

max up

It is noteworthy that in the work of [9], which treats aspects of the upper

layer plume dynamics in some detail, considerable importance is attached to

this requirement which was ignored in [6].

2.1 The Point Source Plume and the Model Equations

The model equations ( 10)— ( 15) will now be developed further with the use

of the point source buoyancy plume description of [10], viz,

(T-TJ/(Tmax-Tj
- exp [-8r

2
/(C

2
;
2
)

]

u/u
max

“ exp

where

T = (1 + C ft*
2/3

) T
max X oo

u = C g
l/2

5
l/2

a
*l/3

max V

ft* = n/(p C T ;
5/2

g
1/2

)OO
p oo °

6cJ = 3 C
t
/2; (1+S)/C

v =

C
T

= 9.115; 3 = 0.913

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

( 20 )

( 21 )
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In the above, T and u are the absolute temperature and vertical velocity In a

plume at a distance C above a point source of convected enthalpy of strength ft

which Is submerged In an ambient environment of uniform density,
,
and

absolute temperature, T^. Also, g Is the acceleration of gravity, and Tmax

and umax are the maximum (centerline) values of T and u.

If mgp Is the mass flux in the buoyant plume, then the above description,

together with the Boussinesq approximation in the form p(Z,r) " p(Z,®) leads

to

m
Bp = [(l+0)/C

T ) Poog
1/2

C
5/2

n*
l/3

(22)

where, from eq. (21), (1+S)/C
T

= 0.210

Define

T = T" /T - 1 > T ,/T - 1 = -(a-1 )/a
max up arab up

Then, from eq. (18)

T = (1 + C
T
Q*

2/3
)/a - 1

(23)

(24)

where Q* is defined by eq. (20) with 0, p^, Tm and X, replaced by Q, P
am^»

T amb and Z, respectively. Using the plume equations further, eqs. (10 )— ( 15)

lead to

If r < 0 : m*
+
(Z) = 0

If T > 0 : m*
+
(Z) is the solution to

(0+l+a)m*
+
(Z)/(l+a) = l-[ l-m*

+
(Z)

]

1+3

(25)

(26)

where

- 1 < a = af/(a-l) (27)
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Also

I* = {3 - o [ l+m*
+
(Z) ] } /( 1+3) (28)

m

I*
+

= 1 - I*”- m*
+
(Z) (29)

m m

H*~ = (a - 3)/( 1 + a) (30)

Q'/Q = am*
+
(Z) /( 1 + a) (31)

( H'-A)/ ( H-A) = a
3/5

[m*
+
(Z)]

2/5
[(l+a)/a]

l/5
(32)

2.2 Solution

A numerical solution to eq. (26) for m*
+
(Z), a > 0 has been obtained and

is plotted up to moderate values of a in Figure 5. From the numerical

results, the following analytic estimate for m*
+
(Z), accurate to within 0.05%

in the entire range a > 0, (well beyond any fire modeling requirements) has

also been obtained

1.04599a + 0.360391a
2

m* (Z) (33)
1. + 1.37748a + 0.360391a

The remaining variables in the model were found from eqs. (28)-(32), and are

plotted in Figure 5.

3. COMPARISONS BETWEEN MODEL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3.1 Upper Layer Centerline Plume Temperatures

Reference [9] provides one set of experimental data for upper layer

centerline plume temperatures in a Figure 1 scenario. In that experiment, the

energy source was a 0.62 kW fire from a preraixed (to minimize flame length)

burner with 36.5 mm exit diameter. The experimental conditions along with the

temperature data are presented in Figure 6. Consistent with these conditions

a = 1.098; T = 0.286; a = 3.20 (34)

-9-



Using these in the results of the previous section leads to an analytic

estimate for the plume centerline temperature distribution, which is also

plotted in Figure 6. The agreement between measured and calculated results is

such that |(Tmeas-Tcalc )/(Traea8-Tamb )| never exceeds 0.14 in the upper layer.

3.2 Heat Transfer to the Ceiling

Reference [7] provides data for the radial and time-dependent convective

heat transfer, qraeasureci>
t0 an initially ambient temperature ceiling in a

Figure 1 scenario. Measurements were taken at seven r/H values ranging from

0-0.72 and at 1, 2, 3 and 5 minutes into the test. The time-dependent values

of the ceiling surface temperatures were also reported at these locations and

times. The basic experimental conditions for the test were

H = 0.584 m; A = 0.31 m;

(35)

Q = 1.530 kW; T ,
= 290°K^

’ amb

Describing the upper layer environment according to the unconfined

ceiling scenario of Figure 3, estimating Q
* ( t ) and H’(t) with the use of the

results of eqs. (31 )— (33) and estimating the ceiling heat transfer according

to the method developed in [5] leads to estimates of ceiling heat transfer

rates, ^predicted*

The above procedure was followed, and the resulting values for

^predicted ^measured are plotted in Figure 7. The values of q predicted and

^measured at t *ie seven radial positions were used to estimate the instanta-

neous total rates of convective heat transfer, 2Tr/qpredic ted rc^ r anc*

2‘rr/qcalculated r<^ r
*

to t^e experimental ceiling surface. For l, 2, 3 and 5

minutes into the test the values of /qpredicted rdr//qmeasured r<^ r were 0.82,

0.88, 0.93, and 0.92, respectively. Predicted values for m*
+

were also

obtained at these four times. These were found to be 0.89, 0.87, 0.85, and

0.83, respectively (a = 7.56, 6.18, 5.43, and 4.64).

- 10-



The present comparisons between predicted and measured heat transfer

results are not significantly different from those obtained in [6]. In view

of the above estimates of m*
+

>_ 0.83 (i.e., m*
+ close to 1), this comes as no

particular surprise since the model of [6] includes the assumption that

m*
+

= 1. However, in contrast to the present model, the reference (6) model

must eventually fail for small m*
+

(i.e., small a) fire scenarios.

While it is reasonable to hope that the presently proposed calculation

scheme will provide useful ceiling heat transfer results even for fire

scenarios with moderate and small values of a, further experimental verifica-

tion of its utility is clearly required.

When - 1 < a <_ 0, the present model predicts a quiescent upper layer with

no plume rising to the elevation of the ceiling. In such cases the

convective/conductive heat transfer to the ceiling surface would be relatively

small, the result, say, of a thick slab of quiescent, TUp
gas which is cooled

and/or heated from above by a relatively nonuniform ceiling surface.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Consistent with the sketches of Figure 4, a set of model equations to

describe the plume dynamics in enclosure fire scenarios was derived. The

solutions to the equation are plotted in Figure 5, and they are algebraically

represented by eqs. (25 )— ( 32 )

,

where eq. (26) is replaced by eq. (33).

Although the model equations and their solutions are remarkably simple,

they were found to provide useful predictions to plume centerline tempera-

tures, and to convective ceiling heat transfer in Figure 1 fire scenarios. In

this regard, further experimental verification of the results over a broader

range of model parameters is encouraged.
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7 . NOMENCLATURE

C
o > » C

n

H

H'

HR

H
£

Xm

I*
m

m

m*“

m*^

Q

Q'

Q*

T

Tmax

t

u

umax

Z

z

a

0

r

A

c

p

a

Q.

constants, eq. (21)

specific heat

distance between ceiling and Q source

distance between ceiling and Q* source

enthalpy flux of plume relative to Tup

Hr/Q, dimensionless

outward mass flux near interface

Im/m
-

, dimensionless

mass flux of plume

dimensionless m
-

, eq. (5)

dimensionless m , eq. (9)

convected portion of energy release rate

an upper layer equivalent source strength

dimensionless Q, c.f. below eq. (24)

distance from plume axis

absolute temperature

maximum (axial) T of plume

time

upward velocity

maximum u of plume

z of interface

elevation above buoyant source

T /T
up' amb

a constant, eq. (21)

a parameter, eqs. (23) and (24)

upper layer thickness

elevation above point source of buoyancy

density

a parameter, eq. (27)

strength of a point source of buoyancy
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Subscripts

arab
,

00 ambient

up upper layer

BP buoyant plume

Superscripts

+ above interface

- immediately below interface
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